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Abstract—This method decrease usage power (expenditure) in
networks on chips (NOC). This method data coding for data
transferring in order to reduces expenditure. This method uses data
compression reduces the size. Expenditure calculation in NOC occurs
inside of NOC based on grown models and transitive activities in
entry ports. The goal of simulating is to weigh expenditure for
encoding, decoding and compressing in Baseline networks and
reduction of switches in this type of networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D

EVELOPMENT of technology allows designers to use
an Evolution system on chips. But complexity of such
systems creates a difficult to inheritance and using their
properties to growth and completing them. So designing of
systems on chips (SOCS) which is based on using of their
previous properties, by correlation of resources should
manage together in a common confine, introduces some
challenges for physical designing and way of changing system
physical architecture.
A problem related to usage power in business is electrical
capacity measured by long wires. But this problem has been
solved by short wires and point to point at least in NOC and
it's needed to spend expenditure. A method for reducing
expenditure in NOC and each logical network is to reduce
activities based on encoding and addressing. But such
methods had suggested before 90th decade and they were used
on bus architecture. We'll present a method by encoding and
compressing for data transferring in Baseline Banyan
networks. Moreover encoding by adding a compressor, it's
tried to decrease size of data exchanged among switches. A
point existed in designing of this system is not change of this
chip based network. Evaluation of such system will be pointed
in next parts. [3]
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The goal of this system is to reduce expenditure by
encoding and also reduction in rate of data transferring by
compressing and thereupon reduction in number of additional
switches in network. In this research we've tried to reach this
goal by merging networks on chips (NOC) and methods of
data encoding and data compression. Coding data and
decoding it in destination is the program. Notice that encoding
and decoding are joint with compressing and we name them
encoder and decoder.
As we know, data in network is transferred in packages and
these packages are supported in routers by header (switching
information) and a payload (data information). Now, two
viewpoints are considered:
1.
2.

Data encoding with header encoding
Data encoding without header encoding

In first viewpoint size and length of encoded data are less
than the second one. But this data requires expenditure for
decoding in each switch. In second case data just should be
decoded in main destination and decoding in path is not
required. So we'll use the second method in our algorithm.
In next we'll present more details of suggested method.
III. DATA COMPRESSING PART
As we said, an encoding method and a compressing method
are required. But which methods are suitable for encoding and
compressing data? Figure of communication system is shown
below:
Source Code

Chancel Code

Noisy Channel

Source Decoder

Chancel Decoder

Fig. 1 Communication coding system pic [1]

In this system, Source encoder is used for compressing
source data eliminating repetition of entered data. Also source
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decoder is used for decoding data and delivering it to
destination.
In this system, channel encoder is used to create
redundancy for data for error controlling and also channel
decoder is used for opening channel encoder data. Because in
this system the goal of data compressing is redundancy
elimination in system or in other words the goal of sending
coded data is sending them in shortest time, we've deleted
channels in our system and just used source encoder and
source decoder. So we observe suggested system Pic in Fig. 2:

Source Coder

Source Decoder
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Fig. 2 Suggested encoding system pic

As it's specified in Fig. 2, we've used an encoder and a
decoder for encoding and compressing data. But as we know,
there are various methods available for compressing data. The
research shows that there are more than 50 methods available
for compressing data. Some of most famous methods are:
Huffman, LZSS, LZW, Aritmatic etc.
And some of
applications like WinRAR & WinZIP use one of these
methods. We tried to use features of Huffman method in this
article. [13]
In computer sciences and theory of information, Huffman
encoding is an encoding algorithm for wasteless data
compression and this explanation refers to using tables with
variable length code which are used for encoding each sign of
resource. Variable length code table is reached by a special
method based on each sign of resource occurrence possibility.
This method has developed by David Huffman. He was PhD
student of Philosophy in MIT University. He published an
essay with the subject of "A method for producing code with
the least redundancy" in 1952. Huffman coding uses a special
method for the way of showing each sign. Huffman algorithm
introduces a method for producing optimized prefix codes.
Huffman code owns the shortest average length among other
codes created on similar alphabet. In other words it's an
optimized code.
This algorithm has introduced a method for producing
optimized prefix codes and also owns shortest average length
among other codes created on similar alphabet and this
encoding is an optimized encoding. This is the reason made
us to use this method. Available proves show that this
encoding compresses data between 20 & 90 percent and
whatever repetition gets more, output will get more, too.
In this method data encoding is performed based on number
of signs redundancy and Huffman tree is created considering
these signs. We use this method, too. But we use a table or
collection of constant trees and encoding or decoding is
performed on data. In these tree collections, type of encoding
is realized proportionate with data and encoding or decoding
is performed proportionate with the tree. The advantage of this
method is reduction in expenditure of tree creating. The
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educed expenditure by this method equals N log N.
In this part we chose way of compressing data in algorithm
and in next part we'll implement coding system on pointed
system.
IV. DATA ENCODING PART
Development of technology allows designers to use an
Evolution system on chips. But complexity of such systems
creates a difficult to inheritance and using their properties to
growth and completing them. So designing of systems on
chip which is based on using of their previous properties, by
correlation of resources should manage together in a common
confine, introduces some challenges for physical designing
and way of changing system physical architecture. A network
on chips (NOC) consists of interior communication resources
which have relation by channels. Rectifying noise errors in
chip base networks and also reduction of data changing in
these networks were considered. For decreasing them,
encoding or decoding can be used in this algorithm. We've
not presented an encoding method. We tried to implement LT
algorithm presented by Han Vang from China in 2008 on this
network. In fact we've placed encoding on leaf of Huffman's
tree and after compressing, coding is performed automatically.
Fig 3 shows main part of LT graph which uses XOR operator
for coding. Expenditure in this algorithm is equal with
increasing a bit of data. Si shows entered data and Ci shows
output of encoded data in system. [16]
C1
S1
C2
S2
C3
S3
C4

Fig. 3 Sample of LT graph [16]

V. IMPLEMENTING ENCODER AND DECODER ON BASELINE
NETWORK
In this network we try to decrease usage power and size of
data by changes we perform on switches. As we explained,
encoding, decoding and compressing system in previous parts,
in this part we implement them on this network. Way of
adding encoder and decoder to switch has shown below.
Increasing requirement for communication services like
data, voice, image and recent progresses in VLSI cause to
generating BISDN networks.
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Fig. 4 Way of adding encoder and decoder to switch

Almost all implementations performed on all of decay
resistant switches have redundancy and the expenditure of
creating such switches is much and switching gets difficult
because of redundancy and its complicated strategies. In
Baseline switches each cell passes by Log N of middle stage
and it owns on path to reach output. So it can be vulnerable
against decaying. [4]

parameters and interior traffic, but we use a method that it
needs no one of above, in fact we use a common method. Base
of this method is encodings performed on Bus networks. In
these methods, method of encoding by decreasing average
number of signal transferring has suggested strongly. In some
of these methods some parameters of interior traffic is
required, but in this research we simulate a method on
Baseline networks which doesn't require such information.
Usually in encoding methods based on possibility, there's
no need to know about network traffic, they act according to
statistic flow. Intelligent bit is encoded according to it's past
and real value and acts based on approximate statistic
information.
In networks usually for calculating total time of a package
delivery, the following formula is used:

TT = ( ST + ( NF − 1) * 2) * NP

(1)

TT: Total time without package incidence

ST: number of cycle-hour for performing judgeship and
switching algorithm (10 cycles for Hermes NOC)
NF: number of flits (we should deficit the first flit because
it's processed before)
NP: number of packages
For example for delivering 50 packages with 39 flits equals 4800
cycles per hour. [9]
Now we present this formula based on suggested algorithm. As we
said before and considering available proves Huffman encoding
usually reduces size of data between 20 & 90 percent and prevents
repetition. But this system imposes an additional expenditure to
network and this expenditure is time & usage power spent for
encoding or decoding. So, the mentioned formula for this algorithm
changes into:

Fig. 5 Sample of Baseline network

As it's shown on Fig. 5, the most important problems in
Banyan switches are reduction of expenditure and increasing
resistance. As we mentioned, encoding and compressing data
cause to decrease rate of data transferring and increasing
resistance, but there was a point and it was: decreasing data in
packages causes data perishing on transitive data. Now for
elimination of empty packages and increasing resistance and
reduction of expenditure in these resistant networks with
deletion of additional switches and using two cores beside
switches, we've tried to reduce expenditure spent on hardware.
[5]
In next parts we're going to speak about simulating this
network.
VI. SYSTEM EVALUATION
Some of encodings reduce expenditure only when the
number of bosses are high or some of encodings have high
level of efficiency when the number of data transferring are
many, some of methods require knowledge of static
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TT = (( ST + ( NC − 1) * 2) + Q) * NP

(2)

TT shows Total time without package incidence, NC shows
coded system flits and its volume is less than NF between 20
& 90 percent.
Q is expenditure of data encoding as it's pointed in previous
part in this system we've eliminated dynamic status of
Huffman's tree, a static tree is spotted for encoding and we've
implemented this encoding on whole network. By doing this
the time spent to creating this tree (N*Log (N)) has been
eliminated. Now if we place NC in above formula, NC will be
like this:

NC <= ( NC − NF / 5)

(3)

As it's clear, whatever the space between switches in
network gets more, by multiplying length of path into this NC,
the total time is reduced whereas the expenditure (Q) is
constant.
Now we simulate this system and we show reached
tentative results which are simulated totally object oriented.
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Rate of data size reduction is showed below. Notice that the
data is created randomly.

as we know by reducing size of data on transitive data, a part
of package is sent empty. For avoiding this case, we
eliminated additional switches and (half of them) and we used
two cores in one switch and we tried to make encoding and
compressing system practical in chip based networks. By
doing this number of switches decreased uttermost 50 percent.
The following pic shows results of simulating this method on
Banyan Baseline networks.
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Fig. 6 Rate of reduction in size of random data

The most important points should spot in evaluation of this
system are:
Adding an encoding part is an additional expenditure in
encoding and decoding model, but this expenditure is
recoverable by reducing traffic and data transferring rate.
Another important point is about rate of redundancy and
similarity of codes to each other. Whatever redundancy of
transitive data increases, the occupied volume is less than
normal status. In this method of encoding usually rate of size
reduction is between 20 & 60 percent (considering entered
and transitive data). Also as it's shown on Fig. 4, whatever the
space between resource and destination increases, system
operative power increases by this encoding.
To make this method practical, we compared usage power
in encoded system with the Baseline network shown on Fig. 5,
results of simulating show that this method because of using
LT encoding is more secure and uses less power than
introduced switches in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8 Results of implementing suggested switch on Baseline
networks and elimination of additional switches

As we see in Fig. 8, suggested chip based network almost
have similar time and power in comparison to Banyan
Baseline network whereas in suggested network, number of
switches has reduced 50 percent.
VII. RESULT
In this article we changed method of data transferring in
Banyan switches by data encoding and methods of
compressing and by reducing data transferring among
switches we eliminated additional switches. Notice that this
type of switches are used mostly when data has high level of
similarity and the usages are: image transferring etc. in this
method moreover reducing number of switches by rate of 50
percent, we tried to increase confidence and security in data
transferring. Also usage power was reduced when we had data
transferring from one switch to another. This method has
some deferment in encoding and decoding time. But by using
other encoding methods or by Huffman's 2 adaptive encoding
methods and Huffman's spread compressing we can increase
data encoding and we can increase output by doing this in
future.
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